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1JE^'TSR I
lETRODU-'^TION
0»« cf th« most s<pricup sf cll .iKtrioa* sccial i^rotlsms
is that c~ ?'^jnstni«*t oz ths jflcai-v/hit® groups to th# prtaomiit-
a»t Gsucasia* pGpulatio'A* t'^gois’zs ccour "hstyvec* Arneriosas
a»d Jspaiiesfc 9v the west coast, or betwesia Jews a»d Gentiles i»
Few Yerk, qt hetweeje lusxlcaiis smd citizens of ths southwestera
States, or betv/eea Italians sad imroigraats of earlier years, or
betvesa Fegrces aad whites. These conflicts have sir:ilar er
basic causes, but, too, each has its special aspects.
.1. very special ai?d important aspect of the Negro-v/hite
cceflict is the policy of se P^regs^ ti o# aaid diso'-^iviiisatic'e
leveled ap;Rinst him iie America. This policy of di scrirniea tioa
ajd segregati@ie is especially displsT/ed ir the ecor.omio -Pield
wheve Fagrces are forced t© accept the least desirable n-«d
lowest paid jobs. .i.»d, too, residejitial segregation forces the
Fegr© te live cvercrov;ded in small neglectea spaces vith na
oppertueity for expansicn as numbers increase. Fence the '^'^egrc,
3 social problem himself because cf the factor ©f race,
defined as ”a division ct" mankind possessing constant traits,
transmissible by descent, sufficient to characterize it 3 S a
distinct human type,” ^ is bound, by .America’s treetraent ©f
him, to de-^elop m.ore social problems.
. ,
1 ^•xd, v/ebster, T/ebster's Jclleglete Dictionary(Springfield; G.::aQ, Herriam" lomusav" 19.^6 1. r . fliR. ^
f
2 .
Now what is meant by the term "social problems?" Vifhen
the words "social problems" are used, certain general condition;;
are conjured up in the mind, associated with an environment in
which overcrowding, poverty, and unemployment are conspicuous,
and possibly certain conditions associated more specifically
with individuals, such as intemperance, vice and physical or
mental defect. This thesis is concerned with just such social
problems, however the emphasis is not on the social problems as
^such, but rather, upon the roots from which they stem. Social
problems are universal. They are not unique with the Ne^^ro,
There is a unique aspect to his social problems, and it is the
pivot upon which this thesis sv/ings, America has the Negro
race as one of its special social problems. As a solution, she
has devised the policy of segregation and discrimination. But
Instead of solving the difficulty, this policy has been instru-
mental in enhancing other social problems such as insufficient
income, unsuitable home conditions, illegitimacy, and delinquent
behavior. This should be of primary concern to society as a
v/hole, for in so far as the remedy of a problem falls to go to
the root of the problem--it will ever remain a problem creating
other problems.
The method followed in this thesis is;-
1. First a brief history of the Negro race
in the United States, as a race and its problems
are ever affected and influenced by its peculiar
history or background,
2, As the attitude toward the Negro varies
in particular si tuations--the general background
of the Negro is supplemented by a survey of the
Negro in Providence Inasmuch as Providence is the
Ineale of the naad In hhi q o

3 .
3. 342 cases were used in the selecting of
the social problems. Because the agency used,
the Rhode Island Children’s Friend Society, is a
state-wide agency the cases were confined to
those coming from the City of Providence. 171
or half of these cases were Negro and Included
all the Negro cases accepted from the City of
Providence during the years 1936 through 1941,
An equal number of white cases were selected as
they occurred with the above limitations“-that
is that they were cases accepted by the agency
and, too, that they came from the City of
Providence, These cases were used for comparing
the incidence of the social problems between a
minority and majority race,
4, These social problems were catalogued
according to problem and race. And next the four
topmost social problerns--delinquent behavior,
unsuitable home conditions, illegitimacy and
insufficient income were discussed according to
race.
If anything, this thesis is an attempt to bring to the
fore the relationship of race to social problems and more
specifically, the Negro race and its social problems. No
attempt has been made to try to prove that his social problems
are different from any other group, but the root from which thej
stem is different, and that is mainly the policy of discrimin-
ation and segregation-- economic and residential. This does not
mean that if America should suddenly lift the oan of discrimin-
ation and segregation the social problems manifested by the
Negro would as suddenly disappear. It is believed that they
would probably lessen and it is just as probable that other
social problems would arise to take their places. But they
would not be social problems brought about because of America’s
attitude toward a certain race.
Jt
4
.
Now what should be the role of social work and social
agencies in such a situation? The primary function of most
social agencies is curative rather than preventive, although
more and more the emphasis is being put on prevention.. The
individual help which social agencies give cannot be x..inimlzed,
but the salvation of the Negro, the field of prevention for hlm^
lies primarily in social action and legislation which will lift
the bar of segregation and discrimination against him. Therein
lies humanl tarianism and true democracy. For it is possible
that unless America practices the doctrine of democracy that
she preaches, she may be threatened from within as well as
without.

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE NEGRO IN THE UlTITED STATES
There is no denying the fact that America has earned for
herself an enviable place among other nations of the world as
a great dexnocracy. Today, however, engaged as she is in one
of the greatest struggles for the survival of that democracy
she is obliged to take a yardstick to that democracy--to be
critical of it--by measuring it, as her enemies have, by its
weakest as well as its strongest link.
Throughout the scene of American history, there have been
two threads of life--one black--one white, distinct in them-
selves and yet Irretrievably bound one with another. It is
impossible to cite the history of one v/ithout sketching the
other. As this study is chiefly concerned v/ith the olack race
or the v/eakest link in the chain of democracy, it seems
advisable to paint the American scene from the history of this
group in America. And, too, any discussion that Involves a
distinct racial group requires an understanding of that race in
the light of its background. For the factor of racial or cul-
tural background is the root from which its members spring.
The history of the minority or Negro race can be divided
into three great periods; the period of Slavery; the period of
Reconstruction; and the period of our own time.
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1, The Period of 31avery--1619“lG65
To think of the word democracy is to iioixiedlately under-
stand it to mean equality of opportunity for all. For a
country to strive to be democratic is certainly an ideal worth
aspiring toward. The American colonists believed in this theory
of life--it was the principle upon which this country v/as
founded--but the institution of slavery proved how far short
they fell of their t^oal, A contemporary philosopher agrees wher
he says: "Slavery proved to be the first ^reat institutional
test of the equality doctrine."^ Another writer says that "One
of the significant contributions made by the Negro to American
life has been the v/ay in which his presence has helped in the
development and extension of the American ideas of democracy."^
In turnint_, back the pages of history to over three hundred
years ago to the very beginnings of this country, it is iron-
ically remembered that the first settlers here came to j;;;ain
religious freedom and others followed to v/ork out their destiny
in the "land of the free." That made the black man's coming
curiously unique for he v/as the only one that came here by
special and urgent invitation. The colonists realized that
they were not equal to the arduous task of conquering a new
continent and so they reached out desperate hands to the
/
^ I'i'. V. The American Philosophy of Equality
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1936), p. 85.
2’kV. J. Eing, The Negro in American ^jife (New York:
Holt and Company, 1936), p. 66.
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African slave trade for conscripted slave labor.
However, the bringing of these Africans as slaves to
America v;as not their first step in undemocratic practices, for
there v/as already in existence "tbe white indentured servant in
the colonial scheme.’*^ And the close identity of the earliest
Negro slaves with this same status points to the fact that it
was not race but rather
a principle of economic caste that was basic in some
of the colonies and their traditions. This inconsis-
tency of institutions thrust a fundamental dilemriia
into A.merican society and. history. The presence of
the Negro simply allov/ed it to develop into a deeper
and more tra<^ic scheme than mere class exploitation,
indeed the Negro took the brunt of the system and
enabled it to be diverted from the backs of the poor
white settlers, Seen in clear retrospect, the die
of slavery was cast not by difference in race, but
by undemocratic ideas and practices in the early
scheme of American society.^
This quotation v/as cited to shov/ that contrary to the belief of
many people today, the Negro was not the only human being used
as a slave in this country. Some folk are inclined to excuse
slavery on the ground that the Negro v/as not quite human anyv/ay,
but what excuse do they give for using the poor white settlers
for slaves?
One v/onders had the colonists seen the far reaching effec
of cringing the slaves to these shores would they have contin-
ued? This question, of course, is not answerable. The colon-
ists were human beings and so subject to lack of foresight.
They started sometMng that grew even beyond their v/lldest
imaginings. It is true that the slave trade began on a modest
«^Alain Locke, The Negro in America (Chicago:
American Library Association, 1933), p. K",
^Ib id P. 19

escale, but "it is estimated that before l&OO the number of
Ne£,roes brou;^ht to America v/as more than tv/enty times that of
all Europeans combined,”^ The institution of slavery flour-
ished so that at the time of the Civil War it nearly proved to
be democracy's nemesis.
However, it takes great moral courage not to exploit
v/here the conditions of exploitation are possible. The slave
traders and colonists yielded to the temptation and even having
yielded it is possible to sympathize with them as the colonists
desperately needed the Nefero here for he was humbly but impor-
tantly effective in the settlement of the New World. And so
for seven or eight generations his mass service of basic labor
continued and v/as unrequited. The colonist satisfied his need
at a terrific cost of life and other valuable intangibles to
the black man. For it was not easy for him to adjust to a
strange new world and mode of life. The black population is
responsible for the wealth of the New World for it came largely
by the sweat of this new race. Many writers rate the contri-
bution of the Negro's labor as his first and greatest gift.
But as one writer says "no matter how the benefits be computed,
it remains a fact that the Negro's half-begrudged share in
American civilization v/as bought and paid, for in advance."^
^Charles S. Johnson, The Negro in American
Civilization (Nev/ York; Holt and Company, 1950 j, p. 5,
^Liocke, On. Clt
. , p. 20

But what effect did slavery have upon the slaves';;'
Perhaps its effect upon the slave can oest he described as
transforming him from an African into an American. This trans-
formation resulted in making of the African a truer American
than most Ajnerlcans, And the institution of slavery along v.'ith
the Negroes remarkable adaptability was largely responsible for
this. For the domestic and rural form of slavery here
made it peculiarly Intimate in its group contacts,
and forced the rapid as sin-illation of the v/hite
man's civilization, language, religion and folk-
ways. The cultural transfusion was further re-
enforced by considerable interbreeding and ad-
mixture of blood, with the accumulative effect of
leaving, according to the rough analysis of the
census, about twenty per cent of the Negro popu-
lation mulatto.'^
Today scientific investigation estimates much heavier admixture
and claims scarcely a one-third remnant of pure-blood
Negroes. At first then there were wide physical and cultural
differences between the white and black race, but slavery was
the institution responsible for the breaking down of these
natural barriers. But she, too, was responsible for erecting
an artificial and tyrannical substitute in the tradition and
doctrine of color-caste.
There could naturally be no justification for slavery if
this race of black people given equal opportunity proved to be
fundamentally no different from their masters. A.nd so the
slave-holders in an effort at self -justification resorted to
the doctrine of color-caste or racial prejudice as we know it
today. It amounted to devising a doctrine to offset every real
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and potential claim of the black minority with a nullifying
counter-claim. The white race sidestepped the debt that they
owed the olack race for faithful labor and service by saying
that the Negro was also Indebted
for the oenefits of v;hite civilization and
Christianity. Similarly, to mask the facts of
racial admixture and Insulate its social effects,
the contrary- to-fact doctrine of white ethnic
integrity was set-up and artificially maintained
by ignoring the sti*ong, natural claims of the
mixed-blood class.
^
In an effort to stem this assimilation of the Negro and
to prove the color-caste doctrine as sound extreme laws were
passed, such as that which prohibited teaching Negroes to read
and write.
The legend of the Negro’s "non-assimilaolll ty” was
popularized and. his thwarted efforts at assimilation
v/rltten down as ”imitativeness" and "inherent mental
inferiority." This doctrine attributing the Negro's
enforced handicaps and acquired disabilities to
"inherent traits" and "inferior native ability" has
developed so strong a hold upon the American public
mind that only in the last decade or so have scienti-
fic study and fair judgment been able to make any
headway in explaining and correcting it. Worst para-
dox of all was the spread of the fallacy of the Negro’s
childlike dependence upon slavery and paternalism,
instead of a recognition of the historical reason for
such traits and of the historical dependence of the
feudal system of slavery upon them and upon him. In
short, race prejudice is obviously designed to make
the Negro bear the blame as well as the b^unt of the
system of v^nich he v/as the social victim.'
This propaganda against the Negro v/as so effective that even
today it works as a denial and self-contradiction of democracy
in actual practice and is still trying to keep one-tenth or
more of the population in a condition of artificially arrested
progress
.
^Ibid ,, p. 21 and p. 21.
9lbid.. p. 25 and p. 24 .
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2, The Period of Recons true tion-“l&65-l&70
This period ^rew out of the emancipation Proclame tion,
and it proved to be a painful one for the newly liberated
slaves, because all too soon tliey realized that they v^ere not
to be released from physical bondage to enter into a democratic
paradise of liberty, equality and fraternity.
This period reveals that the Ne^ro would probably not
have been so successful in his own painful recons truction--hls
attempt to overcome the dead weight of his backward condition--
if he had not encountered the help of th.e three follov/ing
groups: the philanthropists, the Northern missionaries
,
and
the P'reedmen’s Bureau. The most complete story of the dav/n of
freedom for the Negro is told in a Piistory of the Preedmen's
Bureau.
The Freedmen's Bureau organized under the congressional
act of March 3, 1865 was given supervision and management of
all abandoned lands and the control of all matters relating to
refugees and freedmen.
Upon the organization of the bureau agents of
the federal Treasury and army officers turned
over to it all land abandoned by or confiscated
from southern landowners .. .When the bureau was
created, the original plan was to return the
estates only to persons who could prove past and
present loyalty to the Union, The baXance was
to be allotted to the refugees and freedmen as
homesteads,
Hov/ever, this plan could not be carried out for three
^^'Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, Negro
Problem (New York: Macmillan Company, 1933), p, 337,
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reasons; First, much of the property had already been leased
by the Treasury agents, secondly, the amount of land held by
the bureau was small and thirdly. President Andrew Johnson had
changed the land pollcy--res torlng to all but certain groups
lands previously held by them.
This was a big disappointment to the freedmen who had
pinned their hopes on "forty acres and a mule. " Coupled with
thJ-s was the failure in 1874 of the Freedmen ’
3
Savings and
Trust Company with the loss of over two million dollars of the
freedmen ’s savings.
There was much adverse criticism of the bureau, but its
accomplishments cannot be denied. The Bureau of Freedmen
accomplished the follov/lng things: it set going a system of
free labor, it estaollshed a beginning of peasant proprietor-
ship, secured recognition of black freedmen before courts of
lav;, and founded the free common school in the South.
On the other hand there were many things that it failed
to do. The most important probably was its failure to carry
out the promise to furnish the freedmen with land. It also
maintained a paternalistic attitude tov/ard the freedraan instead
of seeking to make him self-reliant. And finally it failed to
begin the establishment of good-will betv;een ex-masters and
freedmen. Its successes were the result of hard work,
supplemented by the aid of philanthropists and the eager
striving of black men. Its failures were the result of bad
local agents, the inherent difficulties of the work, and
national neglect.

13
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And so In 1870 the Freedmen's Bureau whose purpose was to
reconstruct the Negro died.
The passing of a ^reat human institution before
its work is done, like the untimely passin^; of a
single soul, but leaves a legacy of striving for
other men. The legacy of the Freedmen’s Bureau
is the heavy heritage of this generation. Today,
when new and vaster problems are destined to strain
every fibre of the national mind and soul, would it
not be well to count this legacy honestly and
carefully?
For this much all men know: despite compromise, war,
and struggle, the Negro is not free. In the backv/oods
of the Gulf States, for miles and miles, he may not
leave the plantation of his birth; in well-nigh the
whole rural South the black farmers are peons, bound by
law and custom to an economic slavery, from which the
only escape is death or the penitentiary. In the most
cultural sections and cities of the South the Negroes
are a segregated servile caste, with restricted rights
and privileges. Before the courts, both in law and
custom they stand on a different and peculiar basis.
Taxation without representation is the rule of their
political life. And the result of all this is, and in
nature must have been, lawlessness and crime. That is
the large legacy of the Freedmen’s Bureau, the work it
did not do because it could not.
It have seen a land right merry with the sun, where
children sing, and rolling hills lie like passioned
women wanton with harvest. And there in the king’s
Highway sat and sits a figure veiled and bowed, by
which the footsteps hasten as they go. On the
tainted air broods fear. Three centuries thought
has been the raising and unveiling of that bov/ed
human heart, and now behold a century new for the duty
and the deed. The problem of the Twentieth Century is
the problem of the color llne.^-^
3, The Period of Our Own Time--ia70-1942
Today with a total population of about thirteen millions,
one-fifth of whom live in th^e North and V/est, the Negroes form
one of the Important population groups of the United States.
They are found in every State of the Union.
IIV. N, Calverton, Anthology of American Negro Lit-
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The ^.reatest change or shift of the Negro population caxae
Just prior to and. immediately following the Y/orld ’War, This
northward migration was paralleled hy a population shift from
the country to the city or rather cities. in the last twenty-
five years, over a million Negroes have left the farms of the
South for the cities and over a million and a half have moved
into the urban centers of the North,
Most of the Negroes, perhaps over three-fourths,
have gone North for economic reasons. This fact
was brought out in every investigation made. , .A
few^ if not many have left their homes in the
South for fear of mob violence. Of course the
Negro is not in any g,reat danger of being lynched
unless he transgresses the "law” .. .Another cause
of Negro migration is the desire for more
political freedom,
The Negro thinks that by escaping the South he will come
North and find liberty. This may indeed be true when only a
few Negroes settle in a community, but when Negroes begin to
Increase in a northern town or city in any numbers, race
prejudice increases also on a proportionate scale. And this
will continue until social adjustment takes place.
There is scarcely a State in the United States
where legislative or Judicial records do not
reveal the actual existence of some racial
distinction. Of the twenty-nine States that
prohibit Negro-white intermarriage, half of them
are outside the South, Negroes on account of their
race have been excluded, usually contrary to the
State laws, from hotels 'n Massachusetts, Nev/ York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michi^-an, Vrisconsln,
and Iowa; from barbershops in Connecticut and
Nebraska; from boot-black stands in New Yor’x; from
pool -rooms in Massachusetts; from saloons in Ohio
and Minnesota; from soda fountains in Illinois;
from theatres in Nev/ York and Illinois; from
skating-rinks in Nev/ York and Iowa; and the bodies
ISHannlbal C, Buncan, The Changing Hace Relation-
ship in the Border and Northern States [ Philad elphla : Univ er
-
^i-ty of P ennsy ] va ni a , ] 9 1^,S ) p . i ^ , y.iTT 21 ,
11
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of Negroes have been refused burial with those of
white people in Pennsylvania and Illinoi s ... Negroes
are not always excluded from such places, but
instances of such exclusions are found in the
records
.
In the North, Civil Rights are technically the same for
Negroes and whites, but actual discriminations are on the same
level as in almost any southern state. The Negro is urged to
rise in the North, but he is bound in chains. He is kept out
of the white man’s hotel, restaurant, theatre, soda fountains,
civilization. He is ordered to segregate himself to build up a
little African civilization within the larger civilization. He
is barred from the labor unions and is compelled to make his
living by odd jobs, domestic service, working as janitor, waiter
servitor, "He is given no opportunity in the economic conflict
to gain the money v/ith which to build up that civilization. In
every city he is forced to live in the most undesirable section.
Social equality in the North as well as in the South is a
myth. It was not in the South that William E. B. DuBois, great
Negro sociologist, was made to feel that he "was different from
others," but in a school way up in the New England hills. It
was not in the South that the author of THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OP" AN
9
nl4
EX-COLORED MAN was told by his teacher to sit down with the
Negroes, and thus crushed his pride for life, but in a school
in the New England States, It was not in the South, but in
Exeter, Nev/ Hampshire, that Booker T. Washington, left Philips
^^Ibid pp
.
11 7 "and 118.
^"^Ibid.
,
p. 118,
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Exeter suddenly because he felt he v/as discriminated against on
account of his color. No, the color line is everywhere. it is
in the churches. It is in society, it is in politics. It is
in the economic conflict, and no race knows it better than the
Negro. The two races have never been able to live together on
terms of absolute equality, and whoever believes this v/111 soon
be reversed is a dreamer.
It is seen that migration both to the North and to the
cities have seriously extended the areas of racial friction and
maladjustment. And with this has gone a very general spread of
the policies of educational, residential and industrial segre-
gation, to such an extent that the problem of segregation may be
regarded as the crux of the present-day phase of the race
problem.
Dr, Iloton has this to say about segregation;
No phase of discrimination against the Negro
touches the race more intimately than
segregation, in its application no measure
operates so effectively to retard the general
progress of the race, not even dis-enfranchis e-
ment,.,In theory segregation is advocated as a
measure applicable with equal force to both
races, but in practice this obtains so rarely
that it is not an exaggeration to sa^ that for
all practicable purposes it never does.,, In
practically every case segregation means
unequal facilities, conditions and opportuni-
ties ,
And again in the same book he says:
Segregation operates practically to make an
ever-widening gulf between the two races which
leaves each race more and more ignorant of the
other. Vv'lthout contact there cannot be kno\7-
. ledge, segregation reduces the contacts, and so
l^Robert n, hot on. What the Negro Thinks
,
(Nev/ York|
,
Donhladav. Doran and Comnanv. 1932^ n. 697
^

knowle'lge and. understanding decrease. V/i th
decreasing knowledge come Increasing distrust
and suspicion^ and these in turn engender
prejudice and even hatred. do a vicious circle
is established whose ultimate effect, unless
counteracted, must be the separation of the
races into more or less opposing camps with
results as disastrous to the spirit of American
ins ti tu-tions as to the t^enuine progress of both
races,
in these critical experiences that America is facing
today--nineteen hundred and forty- two--it is important for her
to realize that if she is to remain a democracy the ilegro, as
America’s most chronic social problem, must be given his full
share in it. He has demonstrated his ability in spite of
enforced handicaps and now he is simply asking for an oppor-
tunity to win for himself a place in tbe sun. As one author
has so ably put it:
The Great Teacher never preached the flat equality
of man, social or otherwise. He mankind a
working principle by means of which, being so
different, some white, some black, some yellow,
some old, some young, some men, some women, some
accomplished, some s tupid- -mankind could, after all,
live together in harmony and develop itself to the
utmost possibility. And that principle was the
Golden Rule. It is the least sentimental, the most
profound practical teaching known to man.-'
^^Ibld
.7 p. 5.
S. Baker, Following the Color Line
,
(ilev/ York:
Doubleday, Page and Company'^ I'QOS ) , pT 307.

CHAPTER III
A 3UPH/EY OF THE KECRO IN THE CITY OF PROVIDK'CE
It is hoped that the preceding chapter and its orlef
history of the Vie^ro in the United States has pointed out that
the Ne^.ro has alxvays been a problem. And the importance of
bein^ a problem is a handicapping, '.ot a stimulating importance.
The Negro v/ill continue to be a problem of unnatural and dis-
proportionate prOiiunence until America begins to practice social
Justice and consistent democracy in its dealings with this
minority group. Her general policy tov/ard the Negro has been
one of discrimination. Hov/ever, this policy of discrimination
varies in particular si tuations--from state to state, and city
to cl ty- -depending upon various factors--the principal one
being that of distribution. A survey of the Negro in the City
of Providence will serve as a background a^^alnst which to
discuss later certain social problems of an agency in the city.
The total population in the City of Providence (including
all groups) (1940 census) follows; 1940 ... 253, 504, ^ as compared
with the total population of the City of Providence (including
all groups; (1930 census) of 252,961, which shov/s an increase
p
of 523 persons or 0.2 percent.''
^United States Bureau of the Census; 16 th Census
on Population and Housing, 1940, p. 4,
^United States Bureau of the Census; 16th Census
Characteristics of the Population 1940, p. 10.
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Available population statistics from the year 1890 to
1940 indicate a gradual, but definite decrease in the percent
of Negroes to the total population in Providence. The ratio of
8.6 percent in 1800 declines to 1.3 in 1930 and was 2.5 in 1940.
While the percent decline is significant, so far as statistics
are concerned, the actual number of colored inhabitants has
increased according to U, S. Census figures covering 1800 to
1940, except for a slight decrease in 1920,
TABLE I
The Colored Population from 1690 to 1940
Year Total Lumbers
1890 3 , 963
1900 4,817
1910 5,316
1920 5,155
1930 5,473
1940 6,338
United States Bureau of the Census^ Ysth Census
Characteristics of the Population, 1940, p. 10.
Most of the group in Providence are iriigrants, the Bureau
of Census indicates the situation about as follows.
The greatest amount of internal migration to the
State of Rhode Island has been from the Southern
Atlantic States, New England, and the Middle
Atlantic ctates in both 1910 and 1930. In 1910,
the total native-born Ne^ro population of Rhode
Island was 8,657; 3,021 individuals or 31.4^t of
the total native-born Negro population came from
Maryland, District of Coliimbia, Virginia, North
and South Carolina, and Georgia; a total of 3,199
or 33^ came from the Southern States as a whole;
724 individuals or Q,&% of the total native-born
Negro population came from Massachusetts and
Connecticut; 505 individuals or 5.7^ of the total
native-born Negro population came from New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
A similar trend can be observed in 1930. In 1930,
the total native-born Negro population of Rhode
Island was 7,468; 1,058 individuals or 14^;^ of the

total native-born Ne^ro population came from
Maryland, Vlr£.inia, North and South Carolina;
a total of 1,275 individuals or 17/^ came from
the Southern States as a v/hole; 428 individuals
or b.1% of the total native Negro population
came from Massachusetts and Connecticut; and only
95 individuals or 1 ,^2^o of the total population
came from Nev/ York,'-
No such figures are available for 1940, however the censui
figures for the Negro population in Rhode Island are 11,024, anc
6,538 live in the City of Providence. Then it seems probable
that Just as in the census of 1910 and 1930 the majority of the
Negro migrant iDopulation came from the Southern States, so it
is in 1940, This fits in with the general exodus of the Negro
from the South to the Northern States.
A survey of the Negro in the City of Providence should
give a good picture of the Negro situation in the State as that
is where the largest number of Negroes live. First, a survey
of Education.
TABLE II
School Attendance, by Age of the Negro Population of
the City of Providence
Years Total Number Attending School Percent
5-24 yrs
.
2,482 T7576 G3 .
5
5 yrs
,
114 52 45.6
6 yrs
.
135 121 89.6
7-9 346 342 98.8
10-13 560 546 97.5
14 134 128 95.5
15 143 136 95.1
16 and 17 272 177 65.1
18 and 19 225 57 25.3
20 yrs. 102 6 5.9
21-24 451 11 2.4
United States Bureau of the Census, l6th Census,
Characteristics of the Population 1940, p. 51.
3 United States Bureau of the Census, Negroes in the United
State.q 19PO-1952. n. P.5.

From the above table it can be seen that the majority of
Ne^ro children in the oity of Providence according to 1940 cen-
sus figures attend school between the a^es of 6 and 15 years.
Between the ages of 16 and 17 only 65,1 percent attend school.
After 17 years of age the majority of Negro girls and boys do
not attend school.
TiiBhF
Educational Status of the Adult Net^ro copulation
(Persons 25 years old and over by years of school compl eted
)
Total number 3,260 Total
Grade school 1-4 yrs. Ih''
5-6 yrs. 492
7-8 yrs. 1,110
High school 1-3 yrs. 456
4 yrs. 279
College 1-3 yrs. 54
4 yrs . or more 26
United states i-iureau of the Census, loth Census,
Characteristics of the Population 1940, p, 52,
Approximately one-third of the Ne^ro adult population hav
completed the seventh or eighth grade of elementary school.
The adult Negro population then is far from illiterate,
TiiBLE IV
The Occupational Classes in Prova-dence, Rhode Island
Class of^Occupati on All Males-- Ne^ro All I'emsl es oi0|CD
hales X emales
Professions 4,051 43 4,239 17
Proprietary, Business 9,850 42 554 13
Clerical 11, 566 43 9,850 17
Skilled, Foremen 17, 767 110 1,130 8
Semi-skilled 22,402 384 14,959 220
Unskilled 8,035 716 14 1
Servant, Person 2,809 326 5, 112 712
Service
TOTALS 76,480 1,664 35,858 988
United Stat'es Bureau of t!he Census, l5th Census, Population
1930, Vol. Vi, p. 66,
-^-Includes Negroes,
:MM
i J
.
I
,
1 »
.i
.
...
i
f
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From the 1930 census figures with a total Negro populatior
of 5,473, the preceding, table of occupations shows that the
majority of Negro males are employed in unskilled, seuii- skilled
and servant or personal service jobs or in a total of 1,664
employed Negro males, 1,426 are employed in these least desir-
able and poorer paid jobs.
And of the females gainfully employed, it is readily seen
that the majority are engaged in servant or personal service
jobs that is of a total of 988-- 712 are thus employed.
The matter of housing can best be considered from a map
of the City of Providence, The following map is divided into
census tracts that represent definite geographical units. The
total population is given in each census tract in red and the
Negro population is given in blue. These figures are based on
the 1940 census.
A glance at the shaded area reveals the fact that the
areas with the largest Negro population are contiguous. It is
significant that 5,736 of the 6,338 Negroes (census 1940) are
found in only 11 census tracts. No further Information of the
characteristics of these census figures could be obtained from
the 1940 census figures available. However, the Group Work
Division of the Council of Social Agencies sponsored a formal
study of these areas (based on 1930 census figures) and in the
Introductory letter of the published material, Mrs. Harold B.
Tanner, Chairman of the Providence Council of Social Agencies
stated that ”in many respects, this study may be used not only
as a guide for improved recreational opportunities for Negroes,

but as a basis for better planning, for the whole community.”^
,
it is from this study the.t' the following information is
derived. But directly following there is another map of the
City of Providence divided into census tracts showing, the
distribution of the Ne^ro population in 1940 in red and that of
1930 in blue.
4Ernest T. Attwell, A Study of Recreational
Opportunities for Negroes in Providence, Rhode island, June
,
1941 (Bureau of Colored ?/ork National Recreation Association)
,
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Area "A”
Census tract #46
Area ”3”
Census tracts
#6, 7, 17, 18
Area ”C”
Census tracts
#1 , 2
Ar ea "
Census tracts
#5, 13
Area "E”
#42, 43
For convenience, this area can be called
the North End, or 3rd Ward area. This
area contains by way of Negro population
approximately one thousand (],000) Negro
dwellers ,, .For the most part, they are
living in a very congested area, due to
the lack of housing facilities afforded
Negro tenants. In this area, a great
many Negroes live in sub- standard homes
with regard to such facilities as bath,
toilet, and the use of the public
utilities.
For convenience, this area is located on
the Yvest side of the city. This entire
area contains one thousand (1,000)
Negroes. This is a dense belt.
.
.This
area is one of the sites selected by the
Providence Housing Authority for a
proposed project (housing).
This area is the so-called Y/est Elmwood
section of the city. The population in
this immediate area can be approximated
as around fifteen hundred (1,500) or
more Negroes. There is one church in
this area... This church has been some-
what of a neighborhood meeting place
but it does not afford any opportunities
of a recreational nature such as a center
would offer.
This area takes in the Negroes that
reside in Ward 11, or what is locally
called the South Providence section.
A part of this area has been selected
for a housing site by the Providence
Housing Authority. This project has
been accepted, and is ready for con-
struction in the near future. It,
according to the original plans, is to
be one of the mixed units, namely, both
white and colored occupancy.
This area is located in Y/ard 1, or what
is popularly knov/n as the Fox Point
section of Providence. There is a large
group of Negroes to be foimd within the
confines of this area comprised mostly of
Negroes known as Cape deVerdeans.
The parents of these young folks origi-
nally inhabitants of the Cape Verde
I
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I lands, now under the fla^ of
Portu^^al, They are mainly Roman
Catholics in religion, attend the
only church in the area, which
accomodates ooth races identified
as Portuguese (clack and white)
speak the Portuguese language and
observe to a degree the customs and c
cultural pursuits of their nationality,'
Swirnest T. At'twell, A Stud^r of Recreational Oppor-
tunities for Negroes in Providence, Rhode rsl'a hd 'June, 1941
(Bureau of Colorecf V/ork National Recreation Association)
pp. 8, 9, 10.
1
TABLE V
Children Un3!er 20 Years of Age Living 1 n the
V - -
Home
Sura of weekly wages
of family wage earners
liviUt^ in the home
No, of unemployed
20 years of age,
home
children
living in
under
the
4 5 6 7 8 Total
vlO.OO, 2 1 2 2 1 1 9“
15.00. .... 19.99 1 2 7 3 1 1 2 17
20.00. 24.99 4 2 5 1 2 2 1 17
25.00. 2 4 1 1 2 1 11
30.00. 2 2 2 1 2 1 10
35.00. 1 4 1 1 7
40.00. 44.99 4 1 3 2 1 11
45.00. 2 1 1 1 1 6
50.00. 3 1 1 5
55.00. 1 1
60.00. 1 1
65.00. 1 1 1 1 4
70.00 and over 1 1 2
TOTAL 22 21 22 13IT 6 4 2 101
AVERAGE: $32.80
I'.iEDIAN 28.18
In 11 cases informants refused to give
.income date, or gave Incomplete data
,
NOTE: Average stated weekly wage Income
of families, involving from one to
six wage earners in a fami ly
.
(This
does not take into account loss of
family Income over the year ’ s time
through casual or intermittent employ-
ment )
.
^Ernest T. Attwell, A Study 0f Recreational Opportunities
for Negroes in Providence, r.hode xslaricT, June 1941 ^Bureau
of Colored V.'ork National Recreation Associatlonj
, p. 24.

TABLE Vi
Number of V/age Earners In iaL^illes, According to Lize of
lEamlly Leekly V/a^e income
Sum of weekly wages Ho . of wage earners
of family wage earners
living in the home 1 O % 4 5 6
^lo.oo.'.
.
":T/^'Tro 5 1
15.00. . .. 19.99 10 5 2
20.00... .. 24.99 10 6
25.00. . .. 29.99 7 4
30.00. . .. 34.99 4 4 1 1
35.00. . .. 39.99 3 2 3
40.00. . .. 44.99 2 n: 3 2
45.00. . . . 49.99 1X 1 n 1
50.00. . .. 54.99 1 2
55.00. . .. 59.99 1
60.00. . .. 64.99 1 1
65.00. . . .. 69.99 i 1
70.00 and over 1 2 1
Lo 1 T
Average Number of Wage Earners Per Famil —
%/
r\
CL
Hence, average v/eekly v;age of males and f emales - :frl6.40
Ernest T. Attwell, A Study of Recrea tional Opportunities
for Negroes in Providence, Rhode Island, June
,
1941 (bureau
of Colored V.ork National F.ecreation Association)
, p . 25
,

TABLH VI
i
Faiiii ly Income Secured from WIA, NYA, SUE, Old At,e, Aid to
Dependent Children hccordi ng to Size of x'a'mily V.'eekly Cage
Income
Sum of weekly wages All of” Part of
of family wage earners family fanlily
living in the home i nc ome income
;fl.ro.Cc. o
15.00. 19.99 2 1
20.00. 24.99 •3 2
25.00., .... 29.99 1
30.00. 1
35.00. 39.99
40.00. 44.99
45.00, 49.99
50.00. 54.99
55.00. 59,99
60.00. 64.99
65.00.
70.00 and over 2
Ernest i , Attwell, A Study of Aecr eatibnal' 'Opportuni ties
for Negroes in Providence,
ColoredOx
khode Island. JuneV rC'4l (Bureau
’.'"ork' rl'ational kecr'eation Associe tlonj 25.
In quoting
Including
elaborate
Include a
situation
econoiTiic and industrial in this table and
IV, V, and VI, tkere is no Intention to
or interpi‘st, and their use is merely to
sugt-,ested picture of the low economic
of the colored citizen in thiis area.
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To summarize this survey of the Negro situation in the
City of Providence, the following points were brought out:
1. That although the percent of the Negro
population has certainly decreased since 1890, the
actual number of colored inhabitants has increased.
This would seem to Indicate that the Negro and his
situation should be of interest to the community,
2. It is safe to conclude that most of the
group in the Citj?- of Providence has consisted of
migrants from the Southern States- -based upon 1930
census figures for the State of Rhode Island. For
the majority of Negroes in the State of Rhode Island
live in the City of Providence.
3. In the field of education, a large percent
of Negro children attend school between the ages of
6 and 16, but there is a great drop after they reach
the age of 16,
The majority of the adult Negro population
have completed junior high school and the first two
years of high school,
4. This fact is incongruous with the occupations
that the majority of the Negroes are engaged in in the
City of Providence,
5. That there is some connection between the
occupations of the Negro in Providence and the housing
conditions which were described generally as being poor.

From the iiiap of the City of Providence, Negroes
occupy a more or less common area,
6. Tables indicate the lov/ economic status
of the Negro in the City of Providence.
These factors v/ill serve as a basis for the discussion of
the social problems found in 342 cases in the Rhode Island
Children's Friend Society from 1936-1941,
I tM
'Z *z
9
CHAPTER IV
SOCIAL PROBLEMS INFLUIIICID BY RACE
It Is interesting in the light of the preceding hackgronnc.
to ezaiaine the frequency of social problems as they occur be-
tv/een two races --maj ority and minority in a private social
agency in the City of Providence. This examination is based
upon many limitations and perhaps does not give a true picture
of the situation, but rather an indication of what the situatlor
is in a private agency for children in the City of Providence.
As pointed out in the introduction, all the applications
from colored families from 1936 through 1941 and the reasons
for referral were included, and the same number of v/hlte cases
in each year were selected as they occurred. The only restric-
tions were that the cases were from the City of Providence and,
too, that they had been accepted by the agency for study if not
for placement.
It can be seen in the following table that the number of
colored cases accepted in 1936 was small--only five. And in
each of the succeeding years, the number increases until in 1941
it is fifty-two. This may be partly explained by the fact that
until 1940 there was in existence a private agency that was
maintained exclusively for colored children. It is reasonable
to conclude that the Rhode Island Children’s Friend Society at
that time used great discrimination in its acceptance of colored
cases.
I
It is also important to keep in mind that the Rhode
Island Children's Friend Society is a private agency. And
private agencies are much more elastic in the cases they may
accept and what they can do than a public agency. On the other
hand, they are more restricted in the volume of their work by
their budget. It is felt that a public agency would give a more
realistic picture of such problems as lllegitamacy, delinquent
behavior, and unsuitable home conditions than a private agency,
for public agencies fall heir to more such cases,
Hov;ever, v/ith an av/areness of these handicaps in iciind, the
follovd.ng table presents the social problems as they occurred in
the Rhode Island Children's Friend Society, The social problems
in the following table were those noted by social case workers
on the face sheets as present in the family at the time of
application and were reasons for considering the cases.
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TABLE '/ill
Reasons for Referral of 342 Case-s to the Rhode island Children*
Lriend 3oclety from T'^36-1^41
1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941
i'iO ,
Total
Social Problems IP 1® !T^ W It L
TT Behavior
Problems
2. Unsuitable
Home
Conditions ...
3. illegiti-
macy
4. Insufficient
Income
5. Illness of
a Parent
6. Separation
of Parents
7. Death of a
Parent
8. Divorce
9. Desertion
of a Par-
ent or Pare
10. Illness of
Child
11. Death of
Parents
12. Alcoholism
13. Immorality
14. Mental Defi
ciency of a
Parent or P
15. Mental Defi-
ciency of C:
16. Mental IIIh
of a Parent
17. Unemploymen
Y6Tanrs7~of—
Cases in E^ch
Year-x-
-“NOTE: in no year will the number of problems equal ttie num
of cases in that year as in many of the cases more than one
reason for referral v/as given.
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It is believed that the policy of se^^r elation and discrlxn-
ination against the Negro is reflected in the social problems ir
which he shows an excess. A comparison of the leading problems
of the Negro and the white race from lable Vlii will more clear-
ly show this difference. I'he' leading problems of the v/hite
^roup from the table are behavior problems, unsuitable home con-
ditions, illness of a parent, insuificient income, illegitimacy,
divorce and separation of parents. The Negro group predominate;
in illegitimacy, unsuitable home conditions, behavior problems,
insufficient income, separation of parents, death of a parent,
and illness of a parent. A discussion of the first foremost
problems in Table Vlii, wMch are also the foremost problems of
the Negro vdll reveal how the factor of race influences these
social problems. The first problem discussed is insufficient
income.
The Income of a man or race, of course, is bound up in hi;
economic condition. There is one factor ttiat influences how a
man shall earn his livin^, and that is the factor of race. And
the practice of discrimination against the Negro race generally
is extended into the economic area. His Income remains limited
because of this, or as one author says.
The most v/idely prevalent type of industrial dis-
crimination which hinders the progress of the Negro
after he has succeeded in finding a position, is the
refusal to admit, him to the more skilled or socially
desirable types of work. In every community and in
almost every concern this same barrier to the Negro’s
advance is reported. in general the Negroes occupy
the lowest and most unskilled positions in industry,
so that they rarely have an opportunity to develop
qualities other than brawn and endurance.^
^ ..^ilerman l.e-ldman.^. a cia 1 Factors in American
r
nc.r.T»y < Maw Vr>-pV; T-Tfl-ppft-pg hrothers . 1 ~1
- p -
"33'^
^
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This author also makes an interesting observation about
the treatment of the Negro in the industrial field. He says^
The Negro is the last hired and the first fired...
Vlhen asked why Negroes are thus treated, the
employer is likely to give as his reason that the
Negro worker can best stand it. Apparently the
notion that the Negro can adapt himself better is
based on the fact that he will more quickly take
in lodgers than whites and more generally permit
the number of occupants per room to grow beyond
reasonable limits. This may merely mean that the
standards of living to which the Negroes are sub-
jected are already so low that unemployment forces
emergency measures upon them faster than upon
these groups that have other resources to fall back
upon.
^
The Negro then has a low income due to discrimination in
industry and in the whole economic area except in the poorest
paid and least desirable Jobs, His low occupational status
means not only a low Income, but it also means a low standard oi
living. A study of the income of 343 white unskilled workers
and 80 Negroes from payrolls of employers in Chicago by Dr,
Leila Eoughtellng in 1929 reveals ’’that of the Negro families,
50,0 percent received less than ^1,200 yearly as compared v/ith
19,5 percent of the v;hite,”^
Generally, then, this policy of economic discrimination
a^^ainst the Negro operates to keep him in the lowest income
group, where the differences between earnings and an adequate
maintenance budget exist to appear distinctly reflected in othei
social problems. It is felt that the preceding table is not
truely representative of the situation of the Negro's economic
Sib 1 d
, ,
~p^
^Leila Houghtellng, The Income and Standard of
Living of Unskilled Laborers in Chicago (Chicago: University
or Gnl&figo .Freao, pr-‘ni4~r-

condition in the City of Providence. This may, at least, he
partly explained by the fact that the Rhode island Children’s
0 '^-'
Friend Society is a private agency and representative of the
/I
economic condition of the Negro ^^roup are not accepted by the
agency, but rather are the concern of a public agency. The
survey of the Negro in the City of Providence pointed out the
low occupational status of the Negro and subsequently his low
Income. However, in spite of limitations of the agency, it is
seen that insufficient income was one of the foremost problems
of the accepted cases. As compared with the white cases, it
was as follows:
TABLE IX
Insufficient Income
Year No.
N
of Times
W
No, of Cases
1936 0 0 5
1937 2 0 22
1938 6 4 22
1939 9 6 30
1940 12 9 40
1941 1 3 52
Total 30 27 HH
Any discussion of economic discrimination against the
Negro with its accompanying problem of insufficient Income leads
to the discussion of a related problem namely that of residen-
tial segregation and discrimination with its insidious influence
The Negro population in America, due to factors in its
history, constitutes at present a considerable proportion of the
familiar low-income group families, and has in its composition a
C/
,
u
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larger proportion of families of this level than is true of
other groups of the population. In housing, the process of
selection and segregation normally follows economic lines. But
apart from these simple economic factors are social and cultural
factors to be reckoned with in the question of he^^ro housing.
For even were the ban of econoiriic discrimination lifted from the
Negro, this policy of residential segregation would still deter-
mine where Negroes shall live and how they shall live. The
picture of the housing situation for the Negro of Frovidence is
pretty representative of the situation for the entire group as
one author says.
Surrounding the Central Business District are areas
of residential deterioration caused by the encroach-
ing of business and industry.
. .In this area of phy-
sical deterioration and social disorganization our
studies show the greatest concentration of cases of
poverty, bad housing. Juvenile delinquency, faudly
disintegration, physical and mental disease. As
families and individuals- prosper they escape from
this area, , .beyond, leaving behind as marooned a .
residuum of the defeated, leaderless, and helpless.
Thus the segregation of Negro areas is indiscriminate and forces
Negroes of all tastes and economic ability into an association
which is neither natural nor ^,enerally wholesome.
This policy of segregation and discrimination based on
America’s theory of bi-racialism tends to enhance certain social
problems among Negroes. Take the problem of unsuitable home
conditions upon v/hich other social problems rest. The following
table reviews the situation in the Rhode Island Children’s
Friend Society;
^Ernest V.’. }3urgess
,
Urban Areas (Chicago;
of Chicago Press, 1929, p, 114,
Unlversi
t
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.
TABLE X
Unsuitable Home Conditions
Year No.
N.
of Times
W
No. of Cases
of Each ^roup
1936 1 1 5
1937 3 7 22
1938 4 6 22
1939 13 5 30
1940 6 6 40
1941 14 7 62
Total
'•*r '
41 34 ITT
^
From I'able Viii
ii^ain it is felt thet this does not t^ive a tru'-; picture
of the situation in Providence, however it is seen that the
Negro mmiber of unsuitable home conditions exceeds the wliite.
Unsuitable home conditions for the Jegro generally stem
from the factor of resendiatial segregation which, in turn, is
partly based on economic dlscrli^lnatiofs. The squalor and dil-
^
apidatlon of Negro areas, may in a measure, be due to the habits
of the occupants, but they are encouraged or even enforced by
the conditions themselves.
.
From the slave quarters of the
plantation to the typical ’’Negro districts" of Modern American
cities is not a very long jump. The City of Providence is
certainly no exception. Here, too, segregation operates to
make the landlord rich and the Netd^o poorer for lodging is not
only a commiodity it is a necessity and from economic theory it
is seen that the limitation of a supply of a commodity tends to
raise prices, the demand remaining the same. And so these
conditions result in a state of continuing poverty for the Negro
t
as a £,roup.
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An outs tanflinj^ sociologist has this to say about
poverty:
The most sinister of all social conditions is
poverty. it is a curse not only in respect to
its immediate effect on its victim, but it is
the root of nearly every other evil as well.
Poverty v/recks lives by forcing them into...
family maladjustments and in' o social irregu-
larities of every description. Poverty leads
to starvation, to preventable disease, to
physical deterioration, to mental incompetency.
Abolish poverty end the lar^jCst s^nple ^i^oal of
social v/elfare has been achieved.
The very nature of the Negro situation here in America makes it
inevitable that his social problems should center around those
connected v/ith poverty. And so this problem of unsuitable home
conditions is closely connected with this basic problem of
poverty.
Next in thinking about the macter of poverty and residen-
tial segr et,ation v/hich limits the Ne^^ro to a certain area, there,
comes to mind the problem of overcrowding, v^hich is a byT' -product
of both conditions. One author has this to say about overcrowd-
ing:
Overcrowding generally results in the breakdown of
privacy’-, and although immoral conduct betv/enn
members of a famdly may not occur, low ideals are
established and these frequently culminate in
illegitimacy.
°
Of course, there are numerous other factors concerned in the
problem of illegitimacy, but the factor of poverty’^ and over-
crov.'ding-condi tions especially true of the Negro are both,
powerful Influences and may account in large part for the over-
^George 2. mangold. Social Pathology (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1936), p. 35.
^George E. Mangold, Children Born Out of Wedlock
(University of Missouri StudlesJl Vol, TIT, do . 3^ June^ T921,
r 31
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wheliiilrit-ly lap£,e proportion of illegitimate births amon^ We^roei
than v/hltes as illustrated in Table XI,
TABLE XI (A)
Ille£^i tlmate Births
Ratio to 1,000 total
Number live births
Year
—iir~ —m
Total V/hite Other Total White Other
Races Races
1934 75,352 32,682 42,670 41.0 20,9 154.0
1935 72,141 33, 685 41,456 41.1 21.4 163.6
1936 72,338 31,850 40,480 39.8 20.3 162. 4
1937 74,938 32,231 42,707 40,2 20,1 163.9
1938 74,462 32,043 42,419 41.1 20.5 169.1
1939 74,851 31,228 43,623 41.8 20.5 172.7
United States Department of C oxiimei- c e
,
Lureau of the C ensus
,
Vital Statis tics of the United States
,
1939 :Part I, p . 8.
The rate for races other than white is very high and the
states with a hi ;-,h proportion of Ne^.roes ha s accelerated
the upward trend of the total rate.
TABLE XI (B)
Ille: itimate Births
Ratio to 1,000 total
Numb er births
1929 1926 T92T 1'929 1928 1927
Total 64 , 161 63,942 55,154 31.9 30.9 28.0
White 30,465 30,488 28,722 17.2 16.7 16.3
Colored
¥# 1 f i-L- "V" T-
33, 696 33,454 26,412 140.5 136.6 128.4
Birth, Stillbirth,
Birth Registration
— _ . ^
^
and Infant Mortality Statistics for the
Area of the United States 1929-1930., p, 15.
* This second table was included vdth the first o’n illegitimate
births to show the Negro proportion of Illegitimate births
Included in "the other races" in Table XI (A),
Illegitimacy rates are seen to be very much higher among
Negroes than whites in the United States as a whole. In the
City of Providence from 1931 to 1935, there were 624 cases of

illegitimacy of which 89 were colored, or 14. 4,C. ‘ As mentioned
in a previous chapter, the Ne^ro population aoout this time was
approximately 1,7, And so this number of re^^istered cases was
hi^ih. The picture of illegitimacy from the Rhode island
Children's Friend Society is seen in Table Xii;
TABLE 7.1
1
Illegitimacy
Year No.
N
of Tillies
Vi
No. of Cases
of Each Group
l9S6 2 0 5
1937 4 5 22
1938 6 5 22
1939 7 4 30
1940 15 '7. 40
1941 9 9 52
Total 43 26 171
This table shows a much higher total for i'Iec,roes than for
whites
.
The factor of poverty and overcrowding has already been
mentioned. The average size of hegro families in the City of
r'
Providence was estimated to be 5. 3.*^ Connected v/ith this is the
type of employment that the majority of Negro women are engaged
in. it was pointed out in the preceding chapter that 712 of
988 Negro v/omen gainfully employed in the City of Providence
were engaged in domestic or personal service work. In a study
of five hundred cases of illegitimacy among Negroes, made by
Dr. Ruth Reed she says,
'^Ernest T, At'tv/elT, A Study of Recreational
Opportunities for Negroes in Providen’ce'; Ph'Dd'e“'l^'la'n<3 June, 1941
(Bureau of Colored "'ork National Recreation Association), p. 17,
^Ibid., p. 25.
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That 65 percent of our group were derived from
those exfiployed at domestic service, and that the
hard and limiting conditions of that tji^pe of
employment continue to operate after the (^.irl
has had her child and returned to work under the
same conditions,'-
in further expansion of these "hard and limiting condi-
tions" that Dr. Reed mentions in corinection with illegitimacy
and domestic service, it can readily be seen that the life of a
domestic is a lonely life. It implies long hours v/ith small
remuneration, and excessive isolation. Added to this is the
work done with no external stimulus to pride and self-respect.
Another contributing cause to the greater proportion of
illegitimate births among Negroes is the fact that Negro young-
sters tend to leave school at an early age. This factor is, of
course, also bound up in the economic status of the group. In
the survey of the Nsgro in the City of Providence, it was seen
that there was a great percentage drop in school attendance af-
ter the age of sixteen- -or that age when a colored child is
employable. It is an economic necessity, for he too must help
to swell the family income.
It is believed that the great motivating, force of the
number of Negro women who work and the great drop in school
attendance of colored children when they reach an employable
age is the desire to maintain, or rather attain a standard of
living that they observe in the white homes in which they are
employed. A fundamental desire to conform to the v/hlte man’s
(New York:
^Ruth Reed, Negro Illegitimacy in New York City
Columbia University Press, 1926)’, p. 35.

manner of living to strike away the differences and
t5.
to be as
much like the other j^roup as possible. The desire is real, and
it has a fundamentally sound basis for as one author says.
This population, it may now be conceded, is not
fundamentally so essentially different from the
American culture in size of family or requirement
of security, comfort, cleanliness, and beauty as
to demand different patterns of dv^ellin^, or
different measures in other essentials of living.
Thus it may be assumed that the normal basis for
the establishment of an American home, with
respect to location, equipment, care, and owner-
ship, is not only acceptable but a requisite of
good citizenship.^^
it would seem that the extreme poverty of the iieo^o group
as a whole, with their strivings and desires to become like the
other group, v/ould have its influence on the younger members of
the group and would result in much delinquent behavior as their
strivings and desires are blocked. During the year 1955, the
145 public institutions for Juvenile delinquents covered by the
census received 17,017 Juvenile delinquents fromx the courts.
Table XiII shows their distribution by race and sex;
TABLE XIII
Juvenile Delinquents Received from Courts, by Race and Sex; 1953
Race I'lumb er Rati
Total Total Kale hemale
—
hale F emale
17,017 15,155 3,854 66,0 102.0 50.0
White 12,959 9,716 5,245 5Y.4 35".Y 23.8
Colored 5,610 5,057 555 150.8 250.0 58.6
Other races,. 448 580 68 102.2 168.5 52.0
United States Lepartinent of Goiimierce, Bureau of the Censu s - -
Juvenile Delinquents in Public Institutions 1955, p. 10,
Ratio=number per 100,000 of 1950 population 10 to 20 years
old, of the same race and sex.
lOcharles 2. Johnson, Negro Housing (V/ashin^^ton;
National Capital Press, Incorporated, 1952;, p7 15,

V/hile of the total Juvenile delinquents received froin
courts during 1933, wMtes forL^ed 76.2 percent, Ne^rroes 21.2
percent, and other races only 2.6 pei'cent, the number received
per 100,000 of the population was over 2l times as high for
Negroes as whites, and nearly twice as high for ’’otiier races”
as for whites. It would seem that those forces operating
against the Negro lead him into unacceptable types of behavior
in an attempt to satisfy his v/ants. No clear picture of delin-
quency among Negroes could be obtained from the census for the
City of Providence, but the following comment throws some light
upon the situation:
Unfortunately or fortunately, delinquency conditions
unfolded by available Court or statistical records
gives very little of the picture of conduct and
accepted moral standards. Much of the violations of
social codes and standards are not of official or
legal record,
if one can read the condition by the actions of the
young people on the street corners in door-ways and
various types of ”hang-outs” it could bear a differ-
ent tabulation,
The following table is based on the findings at the Rhode
Island Children's Friend Society:
TABLE XIV
Behavior Problems
Year No, of Times
.
No, of Cases
N W of Each Group
— -/s
—
-
— r
'
T^36 2 75
1937 5 5 22
1938 4 5 22
1939 5 10 50
1940 11 12 40
1941 8 16 52
Totals 36
VfV-. V
—
48 171
From Table Viii
^'lAtt'weTl, Op. Cit'., p.' '2'6'

In this table, it is noted that in the wMte cases
delinquent behavior or behavior problems almost consistently
occurs the most number of times. The connection between delin-
quency and delinquent behavior perhaps will explain in part thi^
difference. When a child exhibits behavior that the parents
cannot cope with it is believed that white families reach out
for assistance more readily than Negro families. Then, too,
with economic pressure so great in many of the Negro families
both father and mother are out of the home and the child is
left very much to himself so that he more or less brings him-
self up, 1/Vhen delinquent tendencies are noticed, it is
frequently too late. These reasons in addition to the other
basic reasons of his living conditions in an urban area operate
to swell the Negro delinquents brought to court.
This brings to a conclusion the discussion of the four
most frequently occurring social problems in Table VIIi, The
problems themselves are not peculiar to the Negro, Hov;ever,
the fact that he is a Negro and different methods of treating
him do exist are reflected in the social problems in which he
displays undue prominence.
In the other social problems, it was interesting to note
that divorce was three times as prominent in the white group as
in the Negro. If a generalization could be ma.de from this and
the fact that separation of parents was relatively high for
both groups, but higher for the Negro, perhaps it could be
traced to the economic condition of the two groups.

In death of a parent there is a wide discrepancy v;ith the
balance on the side of the Ile^ro, This is a condition that
generally exists as the death rate for Jegroes is hij^her than
whites which is more or less to be expected from the conditions
under v/hich he lives. However, the vdilte group exceeds in ill-
ness of a parent and illness of a child, which weakens consider-
ably the implied conclusion of the reason for the difference in
the death rate between the two groups. However, no serious
discussions of these and the remainder of the social problems
on the basis of racial factors is being considered because of
the relatively small number of times they occur. However, in
concluding the discussion of the social problems, the fact that
immorality occurs six times as many times for the Negro as for
the other group may be tied up with the first four problems and
the policy of segregation and discrimination which make for
Immorality.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This thesis was concerned v/ith showing, that America's
policy of economic discrimination and residential se^^regation
against the Negro have operated to create and enhance certain
social problems. To sho-w how and why this policy developed, it
was necessary to review the history of the Negro in .America,
for it is believed that it is because of his peculiar history
here that the discrimination against him is more intense and
permanent. For segregation and discrimination also operate
against other minority groups as long as these groups remain
different from Americans, but when they shed their differences,
they may easily escape these barriers and enjoy the full free-
dom of American democracy. However, this is not true of the
Negro, he has been a part of American life almost since its
inception, but he has never been fully incorporated into the
national life of America, and it is maintained that his dispro-
portionate prominence in certain social problems grow out of
this fact for
A social problem is the failure of an
organized social group to realize its
group ideals, through the Inability to
adopt a certain desired line of action
to given conditions of life... Thus a
social problem is ever a relation between
conditions and action, and as conditions
and actions vary and change from group to
group from time to time and from place to
place, so social problems change, develop
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and ^row.
Early in his history here, the social problems that the
Ne^ro presented revolved around the question of the legal
status of the slaves and so ’’dozens of enactments, from
Massachusetts to Georgia v/ere made for the proper regulation
of slaves and servants.”^
After 1800, the social conditions changed so that new
problems arose from the fact of the Negroes coming here. The
former virere made to fit a class distinguished by its condition
more than by its race or color, but now because of illicit
intercourse and considerable intermarriage with indented ser-
vants, there sprang a number of persons of mized blood. This
created a new class of free Negroes v/hich led to a distinct
beginning of group life among Negroes. Such social movements
brought the colonists face to face with new and serious
problems
,
Follov;ing this period came emancipation and the libera-
tion of the slaves and the social problems of the country
revolved about the Negro and the Freedmen’s Bureau v/as estab-
lished, but this failed and the present-day problems have grov/n
out of this period.
Today the problems of poverty. Ignorance and social
degradation--res t upon the widespread conviction among American::
Z. FuBoi's, The Study of Negro Problems
(Atlanta; Atlanta University Press, 1898), p. ^ and 5.
^Ibid.
,
p. 3.

that no person of Ne^ro descent should become constituent
members of the social body.
This feeling gives rise to economic
problems, to educational problems,
and nice problems of social morality;
it makes it more difficult for black
men to earn a living or spend their
earnings as they v;ill; it gives them
poorer school facilities and restricted
contact viTlth cultured classes.^
The Negro then from his earliest history here in America
has been a problem. In an effort to solve this problem, Amerlce
has devised the policy of segregation and discrimination. This
is a general policy, that operates differently in different
locations according to the distribution of the Negro. Because
of this factor, a specific location, the City of Providence,
was chosen for this thesis to determine the practices in tl'ds
special locale and to see how the situation for the Negro
affected the social problems reflected in a private social
agency there, the Rhode Island Children's Friend Society, It
was seen that Negroes occupy a cornmon area in the City of
Providence which points to residential segregation and the fact
that most Negroes are employed in the lowest paid and least
desirable Jobs indicates economic discrimination. And in spite
of the limitations of the probable reflection of the social
problems stemming from these policies in a private social
agency, still it was shown that in 171 Ne^ro appli atlons over
a period of years as compared with the same numbei of white
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applications, the He^ro v;as outstanding in such problems as
insufficient income, illegitimacy, and 'delinquent behavior.
This fact sustains the theory that the polic;;- of segregation
and discrimination serves to enhance certain social problems in
the Negro race.
In the light of this fact, it would, seem wise for America
to lay aside this policy and to give to the Negro an equal
opportunity to win for himself a place in the sun. This should
be done not only in the interest of the Negro race, but, for
the benefit of America herself. For her treatment of the Negro
is incongruous with her theory of democracy.
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